• Act Your Age, Eve Brown – Talia Hibbert
• The Adventures of Amina Al-Sirafi – S. A. Chakraborty
• All About Love – bell hooks
• All My Rage – Sabaa Tahir
• Angela Davis, Autobiography – Angela Davis
• Another Appalachia – Neema Avashia
• Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe – Benjamin Alire Saenz
• Arsenic And Adobo – Mia P. Manansala
• As Long As The Lemon Trees Grow – Zoulfa Katouh
• Beautiful Country – Qian Julie Wang
• Becoming – Michelle Obama
• Believing – Anita Hill
• The Best We Could Do – Thi Bui
• Black Cake – Charmaine Wilkerson
• Black Girl, Call Home – Jasmine Mans
• Bloom – Kevin Panetta
• The Bluest Eye – Toni Morrison
• Braiding Sweetgrass – Robin Wall Kimmerer
• Carmilla – Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu
• The Color Purple – Alice Walker
• Constructing A Nervous System – Margo Jefferson
• Crying in H Mart – Michelle Zauner
• Customs – Solmaz Sharif
• Dear Scarlet – Teresa Wong
• Dear White Women – Misasha Suzuki Graham and Sara Blanchard
• The Death of Vivek Oji – Akwaeke Emezi
• Dial A for Aunties – Jesse Q. Sutanto
• Disability Visibility – Alice Wong
• Easy Beauty – Chloe Cooper Jones
• Elatsoe – Darcie Little Badger
• Everything I Never Told You – Celeste Ng
• Felix Ever After – Kacen Callender
• Felon: Poem – Reginald Dwayne Betts
• The Final Revival of Opal and Nev – Dawnie Walton
• Finding Me – Viola Davis
• Firekeeper’s Daughter – Angeline Bouley
• Gender Queer – Maia Kobabe
• Ghost Town – Kevin Chen
• Giovannì’s Room – James Baldwin
• The Girl from the Sea – Molly O’ster tag
• Girls That Never Die: Poems – Safia Elhillo
• The Great Believers – Rebecca Makkai
• Heartstopper #1, 2, 3, 4 – Alice Oseman
• Her Body and Other Parties – Carmen Maria Machado
• How the Word Is Passed – Clint Smith
• Hunger – Roxane Gay
• The Hurting Kind – Ada Limon
• I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter – Erika Sanchez
• In Limbo – Deb JJ Lee
• In the Dream House – Carmen Maria Machado
• Intimations – Zadie Smith
• Invisible Child – Andrea Elliott
• The Island of Missing Trees – Elif Shafak
• The Island of Sea Women – Lisa See
• It Won’t Always Be Like This – Malaka Gharib
• Joan Is Okay – Weike Wang
• Kim Jiyoung, Born 1982 – Cho Nam-ju
• Know My Name – Chanel Miller
• Land of Big Numbers – Te-Ping Chen
• Last Night at the Telegraph Club – Malindå Lo
• Last Summer on State Street – Toya Wolfe
• The Late Americans – Brandon Taylor
• Less – Andrew Sean Greer
• Letter to My Daughter – Maya Angelou
• Light From Uncommon Stars – Ryka Aoki
• A Little Life – Hanya Yanagihara
• Long Live the Tribe of Fatherless Girls – T. Kira Madden
• Lost Children Archive – Valeria Luiselli
• Loveless – Alice Oseman
• Mamo – Sas Milledge
• Man O’ War – Cory McCarthy
• Memorial – Bryan Washington
• Memphis – Tara M. Stringfellow
• Men We Reaped – Jesmyn Ward
• Mexican Gothic – Silvia Moreno-Garcia
• Minor Feelings – Cathy Park Hong
• The Natural Mother of the Child – Krys Malcom Belc
• Nightcrawling – Leila Mottley
• Notes Of A Crocodile – Qiu Miaojin
• Notes On Grief – Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
• On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous – Ocean Vuong
• One Last Stop – Casey McQuiston
• The Only Good Indians – Stephen Graham Jones
• Our Wives Under the Sea – Julia Armfield
• Our Women On the Ground – Zahra Hankir
• Pachinko – Min Jin Lee
• Pageboy – Elliot Page
• Parable of the Sower – Octavia E. Butler
• Past Lives, Future Bodies – Kristin Chang
• The Picture of Dorian Gray – Oscar Wilde
• Portrait of a Thief – Grace D. Li
• Poukahangatus – Tayi Tibble
• Poverty, by America – Matthew Desmond
• The Prince and the Dressmaker – Jen Wang
• A Psalm for the Wild-Built – Becky Chambers
• Real Life – Brandon Taylor
• Real Self Care – Pooja Lakshmin
• Red, White, and Royal Blue – Casey McQuiston
• The Round House – Louise Erdrich
• Salvation – bell hooks
• The School for Good Mothers – Jessamine Chan
• The Seven Husbands of Evelyn Hugo – Taylor Jenkins Reid
• Severance – Ling Ma
• She Who Became the Sun – Shelley Parker-Chan
• Shoko’s Smile – Choi Eunyoung
• Sister Outsider – Audre Lorde
• Sitting Pretty – Rebekah Taussig
• Solito – Javier Zamora
• Somebody’s Daughter – Ashley C. Ford
• Some Girls Do – Jennifer Dugan
• The Song of Achilles – Madeline Miller
• Such a Fun Age – Kiley Reid
• Sula – Toni Morrison
• The Sum of Us – Heather McGhee
• The Sweetness of Water – Nathan Harris
• Take My Hand – Dolen Perkins-Valdez
• Taproot – Keezy Young
• Tastes Like War – Grace M. Cho
• Three Girls From Bronzeville – Dawn Turner Trice
• Tell Me How It Ends – Valeria Luiselli
• There, There – Tommy Orange
• This Is How You Lose the Time War – Amal El-Mohtar, Max Gladstone
• Tokyo Ever After – Emiko Jean
• Trans Like Me – CN Lester
• Trick Mirror – Jia Tolentino
• True Biz – Sara Novic
• Under the Skin – Linda Villarosa
• The Undocumented Americans – Karla Cornejo Villavicencio
• Untamed – Glennon Doyle
• The Urge: Our History of Addiction – Carl Erik Fisher
• The Vanishing Half – Brit Bennett
• Walking Gentry Home – Alora Young
• Wash Day Diaries – Jamila Rowser, Robyn Smith
• We Have Always Been Here – Samra Habib
• What the Eyes Don’t See – Mona Hanna-Attisha
• What My Bones Know – Stephanie Foo
• White Teeth – Zadie Smith
• Woman of Light – Kali Fajardo-Anstine
• The World Keeps Ending and the World Goes On: Poems – Franny Choi
• Year of the Tiger – Alice Wong
• Yellowface – RF Kuang
• Yolk – Mary HK Choi
• You Are Your Best Thing – Tarana Burke and Brene Brown
• You Truly Assumed – Laila Sabreen
• You’re the Only One I’ve Told – Meera Shah
• Young Mungo – Douglas Stuart
• Zone One – Colson Whitehead
• The 2000s Made Me Gay – Grace Perry